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The plotted line indicates whether busine.ss as shown by check transactions was relatively good or bad 
during the years 1923-1937. The vertical scale indicates units of deviation (A.D.), the unit being a 20 per 
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CATTLE AND CALVES SHIPPED OUT OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
( 1923-1934) 
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The plottea line 1aow1 the relative activity . in the cattle raising indus.try during the yea.rs 1923-1937. 
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SEASONAL INDEX 
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The plotted line snows tae relative activi�y in tne hoi raising industry. durilli the years 1925-1957 . 
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SEASONAL INDEX 
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The plotted line shows the relative aetivity in the sheep raising indus�y during the years 1925-1957. 
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SEASONAL INDEX 
PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS 
(1925-1954) 
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The plotted line shows whether the price s or farm products were relatively high or low . during the years 
192 3 -1937 . The vertica l sca le indicates unit·s of deviati on (A. D . ) ,  the unit being an 18 per cent deviati on 
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The plotted line shows whether commercial failures were abnormally large or small duri
ng the years 1925-
1957 . The vertieal scale indicates units of deviation (A .D. ) , the unit being a 60 per cent deviation f
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normal. 
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The Tertical scale indicates units of deTiation· ·(A. D. ) ,  the UJlit being an 8 per cent deviation from normal. 
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The plottei line shows the relative increases and decreases in this series during the years 1925-1957. 
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Chart 25. COMPOSITE BUSINESS CYCLES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA AND THE UNITED STATES 
( 1925-1957) 
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The upper plottei line shows the general business  conditions in the Nation and the lower plotted line 
shows the general business conditions in South Dakota. The Tertical scales indicate per centages of normal 
( %) and units of deviation (A .D. ) .  
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